
Sin City Smash Opens Their First Rage Room In
Las Vegas

Group having a fun time at Sin City Smash, a rage room
in Las Vegas

Providing a safe & fun environment for
people to take out their frustrations

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA, UNITED
STATES, January 28, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Sin City Smash, a
recreational rage room facility in Las
Vegas announces their grand opening on
February 9th, 2018. The new Las Vegas
attraction is dedicated to offering
destruction therapy to the masses. Sin
City Smash is also offering a grand
opening 2 for 1 special. For $25, two
people have 10 glorious minutes to
destroy everything they can in a room for
stress relief. Original price is $25 per
person. Promotion ends Feb 28, 2018. 

There’s an abundance of common
objects customers can break such as
TV’s, computers, tables, dishes, and
anything else you can imagine! Customers can even bring their own items to break. Each rage room
experience takes place in real-life mocked rooms that can simulate an actual workplace, living area or
kitchen. People can physically act out on their daily emotions and stress without worrying about the

I just destroyed an entire
room full of stuff! It was a
great stress relief and
therapeutic experience. I
highly recommend people
add Sin City Smash on their
list of things to do in Las
Vegas!”

Nicholas Sakha, Insurance
Agent & Sin City Smash

Customer

mess. Sin City Smash takes care of everything! Simply stop
by, gear up, choose a few inanimate objects and start
smashing away with their indestructible bats, sledgehammers
or selection of weapons.

“I just destroyed an entire room full of stuff! It was a great
stress relief and therapeutic experience. As an insurance
agent life can be stressful! But this experience helped me
release all the tension and frustration from the week in a fun
environment. I highly recommend people add Sin City Smash
on their list of things to do in Las Vegas!” ~ Nicholas Sakha,
Allstate Insurance Agent & Sin City Smash customer. 

Destruction Therapy or “Destructotherapy” was founded in
Spain and is quickly becoming a leading solution for stress

relief. According to the Psychological Association (APA) chronic stress is linked to the six leading
causes of death: heart disease, cancer, lung ailments, accidents, cirrhosis of the liver and suicide. By
providing a safe and supervised environment for people to smash objects, patrons leave in a happier
mood, which can lead to more productive and positive lifestyles. In recent years, destruction therapy
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Man breaking wood on table at rage room in Las Vegas

Sin City Smash Gear

has made its way to the United States
with a dozen rage rooms opening in
popular cities.  

Sin City Smash offers different packages
starting at $25. All packages include: Sin
City Smash Safety Gear (ANSI Certified
hard hat, face shield, ear protection,
safety glasses, impact gloves, heavy duty
Coveralls), standard smashing tools (Bat
and Sledgehammer), indestructible bob
or tire tree, table to hold smashables, and
ENTRY for 1. They’re open from 11 am
to 8 pm daily.  Military and first responder
discounts available with an ID. 

People can book their appointments
online at https://sincitysmash.com. 

Follow Sin City Smash to get updates
and daily specials on rage room
packages for all types of events, and
much more: 

Facebook –
https://www.facebook.com/SinCitySmash
Instagram – @SinCitySmash 
Twitter - @SinCitySmash
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